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SUMMARY
Vagal sensory neuronsmonitormechanical and chemical stimuli in the gastrointestinal tract. Major efforts are
underway to assign physiological functions to themany distinct subtypes of vagal sensory neurons. Here, we
use genetically guided anatomical tracing, optogenetics, and electrophysiology to identify and characterize
vagal sensory neuron subtypes expressing Prox2 and Runx3 in mice. We show that three of these neuronal
subtypes innervate the esophagus and stomach in regionalized patterns, where they form intraganglionic
laminar endings. Electrophysiological analysis revealed that they are low-threshold mechanoreceptors but
possess different adaptation properties. Lastly, genetic ablation of Prox2 and Runx3 neurons demonstrated
their essential roles for esophageal peristalsis in freely behavingmice. Our work defines the identity and func-
tion of the vagal neurons that provide mechanosensory feedback from the esophagus to the brain and could
lead to better understanding and treatment of esophageal motility disorders.
INTRODUCTION

Sensory signaling through the vagus nerve relays vital information

from internal organs to the brain and controls various aspects of

bodily homeostasis.1,2 During food intake and digestion, the in-

gested bolus exerts mechanical force against the walls of the

digestive tract.Nodose (alsocalled inferior vagal ganglion) sensory

neurons detect stretch and tension in the digestive tract and trans-

mit information on the location and size of the bolus to the brain.3

This triggers the physiological and behavioral responses needed

for food intake, such as gut motility and appetite control.4

Several types of mechanosensory neurons displaying distinct

electrophysiological properties and endings, like intraganglionic

laminar endings (IGLEs), intramuscular arrays (IMAs), and
2184 Neuron 111, 2184–2200, July 19, 2023 ª 2023 The Author(s). P
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mucosal endings, have been defined in the gastrointestinal tract

by electrophysiological and histological techniques.5–9 Due to

the vast heterogeneity of vagal sensory neurons, their molecular

characteristics were only recently defined using single-cell RNA

sequencing (scRNA-seq).10–12 Further, work over the past few

years has begun to characterize the properties of some of the

neuronal subtypes important for digestion, using molecular and

genetic tools. For example, two vagal subtypes forming IGLEs

that contact intestinal and stomach enteric ganglia express

Oxtr and Glp1r, respectively, and Glp1r+ stomach IGLEs were

shown to detect stretch.10,13 Further, recent work assigned

Piezo2+Grm5+Slit2+ neurons as esophageal IMAs that respond

to stretch.14 Vagal IGLEs also innervate esophageal enteric

ganglia,6 but their molecular signature and function is unknown.
ublished by Elsevier Inc.
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Swallowing is an active process that transports food and liquid

from the mouth to the stomach via the esophagus. The esopha-

geal phase of swallowing requires peristaltic movements of the

esophageal wall, which are controlled by reflexes executed by

vagal motor nuclei in the hindbrain (dorsal motor nucleus of the

vagus [DMV] and nucleus ambiguus [NA]), and esophageal

enteric ganglia.15–17 Esophageal motility disorders are charac-

terized by dysphagia and are frequent comorbidities of aging

and age-related neurological disease.18–20 The etiology underly-

ing dysphagia is mostly unknown, which is also due to the lack of

knowledge about the sensorimotor circuits involved.21 The first

studies of esophageal physiology were undertaken in the late

19th century, and for the following decades it was debated

whether the activity of hindbrain swallowing centers (hindbrain

vagal motor nuclei and the nucleus of the solitary tract [NTS]) suf-

fices to generate esophageal peristalsis, or whether vagal sen-

sory feedback is also required.22–24 Several lines of evidence

suggested a role for peripheral feedback in esophageal func-

tion.25–27 Classical studies often relied on blunt transection of

the vagus nerve and therefore affected both sensory and motor

fibers. Furthermore, they were often performed under anes-

thesia, which affects esophageal peristalsis.26 Swallowing in

awake, freely behaving rodents can be observed using video-

fluoroscopic swallowing studies (VFSSs).28–30 Thus, ablation of

specific vagal sensory neurons that innervate the esophagus

combined with VFSS can conclusively demonstrate the role of

sensory feedback in esophageal peristalsis.

Here, we used scRNA-seq to characterize vagal mechanosen-

sory neuronal heterogeneity, and identified subtype specific

markers useful for genetic analysis. We found that two transcrip-

tion factors,Prox2 andRunx3, define themajority of nodose neu-

rons expressing the mechanosensitive ion channel, Piezo2, and

provide evidence that neurons expressing Prox2 and Runx3 are

developmentally related. We refer to neurons expressing either

Prox2 or Runx3 as Prox2/Runx3 neurons and show that they

encompass eight neuronal subtypes. Genetically guided

neuronal tracing and anatomical analyses demonstrated that

three Prox2/Runx3 vagal neuronal subtypes innervate the

esophagus and stomach, where they form IGLEs on enteric

ganglia. Electrophysiological and optogenetic analyses demon-

strated that these three Prox2/Runx3 subtypes are low-

threshold mechanoreceptors. Lastly, we ablated Prox2/Runx3

neurons using intersectional genetic tools and performed VFSS

in awake and unrestrained animals, revealing that these neurons

are required for esophageal motility. Our data demonstrate the

existence of specific vagal neuron subtypes controlling esopha-
Figure 1. Meta-analysis of vagal neurons identified the Prox2 and Run

(A) UMAP plot based on a meta-analysis of scRNA-seq data from this work and t

Chemo, Jugular).

(B) Dot plot of selected genes that define four Phox2b+ superclusters (Prox2, Ru

(C) Donut chart showing the supercluster identity of Piezo2+Phox2b+ neurons.

(D) Left, smFISH for Prox2 (green),Runx3 (red), and Piezo2 (blue) mRNA on vagal g

Runx3+ neurons co-expressing Piezo2; n = 3. Scale bar, 20 mm. Right, dot plot sh

Runx3 subtypes.

(E) Violin plots of genes used to identify the Prox2/Runx3 subtypes in (F).

(F) Left, smFISH images of Prox2+ subtypes. Middle, smFISH images ofRunx3+ s

P8; neuronal nuclei expressing nGFP are shown in blue. Scale bar, 20 mm. Right

(G) Quantification of Prox2 and Runx3 co-expression; n = 4. Data are represente
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geal peristalsis and body homeostasis by relaying mechanosen-

sory information from the esophagus to the brain.

RESULTS

Molecular characterization of vagal mechanosensory
neurons
To perform scRNA-seq, we isolated vagal sensory neurons using

flow cytometry after genetically labeling all vagal neurons with a

nuclear GFP (nGFP) reporter (ganglia from 15 VGlut2Cre;R26nGFP

mice at postnatal day [P] 4, Figure S1A). We used Cell Expres-

sion by Linear amplification and Sequencing-2 (CEL-Seq2), a

low-throughput method with high gene detection sensitivity,

and sequenced 1,536 cells.31,32 After removing cells with more

than 250,000 or less than 17,000 unique molecular identifiers

(UMIs), 1,392 cells remained for which a median of 9,323 genes

and 70,667 UMIs were identified. Bioinformatic analysis defined

22 distinct neuronal subtypes (Figure S1B). We integrated our

data with two scRNA-seq datasets of vagal neurons published

during this study to perform a meta-analysis on 4,442 vagal neu-

rons, i.e., 1,392 neurons isolated at P4 (this study), 395 and 956

neurons isolated at P42 and P56–84, respectively,10 and 1,707

neurons isolated between P32 and 35.11 Uniform manifold

approximation and projection (UMAP) analysis of the combined

datasets improved the resolution of vagal neuron types and

segregated the roughly 10,000 vagal neurons per mouse into

27 transcriptomically distinct subtypes (Figure S1C). Cells from

all datasets contributed to all 27 subtypes, indicating that shortly

after birth all subtypes are specified (Figure S1D). The meta-

analysis can be explored at https://shiny.mdc-berlin.de/VGIE/.

A semi-supervised method was applied to group the 27 vagal

neuron subtypes into ‘‘superclusters’’ (Figure 1A). The superclu-

sters distinguish the two parts of the vagal ganglion, the nodose

and jugular ganglion, which derive from the epibranchial placode

and cranial neural crest, respectively.33,34 Whereas nodose neu-

rons control the function of inner organs, jugular neurons allow

somatic sensation and resemble dorsal root ganglia (DRG) neu-

rons. Nodose and jugular neurons express Phox2b and Prrxl1,

respectively (Figures S1E and S1G).35,36 Nodose neurons could

be subdivided into four superclusters: ‘‘Prox2,’’ expressing the

homeobox transcription factor Prox2; ‘‘Gabra1,’’ expressing the

a1 subunit of the g-aminobutyric acid type A (GABAA) receptor;

‘‘Chemo,’’ a putative chemoreceptor supercluster expressing

Trpv1 andNpy2r; and ‘‘Runx3,’’ expressing the runt-related tran-

scription factorRunx3 (Figures 1A and 1B); the latter supercluster

arose by merging three small subtypes scattered in the UMAP.
x3 superclusters of putative mechanoreceptors

wo published reports,10,11 showing five superclusters (Prox2, Runx3, Gabra1,

nx3, Gabra1, Chemo).

anglia sections fromwild-typemice at P8. Middle, quantification of Prox2+ and

owing expression of selected genes implicated in mechanosensation in Prox2/

ubtypes. smFISHwas performed on vagal ganglia of VGlut2Cre;R26nGFPmice at

, quantifications of Prox2+ and Runx3+ subtypes; n = 3–4.

d as mean ± SD, *p <0.05, unpaired two-tailed t test. See also Figure S1.
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Around 84% of all nodose Phox2b+Piezo2+ neurons were as-

signed to the Prox2 and Runx3 superclusters, which was verified

by single-molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization (smFISH)

(Figures 1C, 1D, S1F, and S1G). As Piezo2 transduces mechan-

ical information in many neuron types,37,38 we hypothesized

that the Prox2 and Runx3 superclusters were candidate mecha-

noreceptors. In accordance, Prox2 and Runx3 neuronal sub-

types express additional genes implicated inmechanoreception,

like Kcnk2, Asic1/2, Trpc3, and Trpa1 (Figure 1D).39 The remain-

ing nodose Phox2b+Piezo2+ neurons were assigned to the

Chemo supercluster and might correspond to polymodal affer-

ents (Figure 1C).

The Prox2 and Runx3 superclusters encompass five and three

transcriptomically unique neuronal subtypes, respectively; we

refer to them as meta-analysis putative mechanoreceptors

MM1, MM2, MM4, MM7, MM10 (Prox2-positive) and MM5,

MM8, MM9 (Runx3-positive). Four and two of the Prox2 and

Runx3 subtypes, respectively, express Piezo2. Each subtype is

defined by the expression of specific marker genes, which was

verified on vagal ganglia sections using smFISH, and each sub-

type represents 2%–8% of all vagal neurons (Figures 1E and 1F).

In the adult mouse, the majority of Prox2 and Runx3 neurons

exclusively expressed one of these two transcription factors,

although Prox2 and Runx3 were extensively co-expressed dur-

ing development. In particular, 39.6% ± 14.2% of Runx3+ neu-

rons co-expressed Prox2 at E11.5, suggesting that Prox2 and

Runx3 neurons are developmentally related (Figure 1G).

Generation of genetic tools for the analysis of Prox2 and
Runx3 neurons
We generated a Prox2FlpO knockin mouse strain to investigate

putative vagal mechanoreceptors (Figure S2A). Work done in

chickens and mice demonstrated that Prox2 expression is

restricted to subsets of neurons in placodally derived cranial

ganglia during development (Figure S2B).40–44 Further, Prox2 is

also expressed in non-neuronal cells such as sperm and

possibly the lens.40 We used an intersectional genetic strategy

combining Prox2FlpO and Phox2bCre with Ai65, a reporter

allele that expresses cytoplasmic tdTomato fluorescent protein

after Cre- and Flp-mediated recombination, to label vagal

sensory neurons. We observed recombination in both Prox2+

and Runx3+ vagal sensory neurons, which reflected their

shared developmental history (Figure 1G). 94.8% ± 3.6% and
Figure 2. Prox2/Runx3 neurons form IGLEs and IMAs in the upper gas
(A) Light-sheet imaging (acquired bymesoscale selective plane illuminationmicros

Runx3Tom animals (right) showing tdTomato+ fibers (white). Scale bar, 2 mm.

(B) Immunohistology of esophageal IGLEs in Prox2/Runx3Tom adult mice using a

(C) Immunohistology of esophageal IGLEs in Prox2/Runx3Tom (left) and Runx3To

bar, 20 mm.

(D) Quantification of esophageal Phox2b+ enteric ganglia innervated by tdTomato

(E) Immunohistology of stomach IGLEs in Prox2/Runx3Tom (left) and Runx3Tommic

(F) Quantification of Phox2b+ stomach enteric ganglia innervated by tdTomato

glandular stomach, n = 3.

(G) Immunohistology of IMAs in Prox2/Runx3Tom animals using tdTomato (red) a

(H) Central synaptic connectivity of Prox2/Runx3 neurons in the NTS. Scheme (to

physinGFP inProx2/Runx3SypGFP (Prox2FlpO;Phox2bCre;R26FTLG)mice.48 Immunohi

(red, bottom left) and TH+ (red, top right) NTS subtypes and on ChAT+ DMV neuro

mean ± SD, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, unpaired two-tailed t test. Images in (A), (D), (E
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71.4% ± 2.1% of vagal Prox2+ and Runx3+ neurons,

including all eight Prox2/Runx3 subtypes, were recombined

(Figures S2C–S2E). As Prox2FlpO;Phox2bCre;Ai65 mice recom-

bine both Prox2+ and Runx3+ vagal subtypes, we hereafter refer

to these animals as Prox2/Runx3Tom (Figures S2F and S2G).

To distinguish between Prox2 and Runx3 neuronal projection

patterns, we used the Runx3Cre allele.45 Runx3 is expressed in

subpopulations of nodose neurons, DRG proprioceptive neu-

rons, and various non-neuronal cell types.46,47 To label vagal

Runx3+ neurons, we initially analyzed Runx3Cre;Phox2bFlpO;Ai65

mice. Although vagal Runx3+ neurons were recombined, we

observed variable recombination in enteric and sympathetic

ganglia (data not shown). Therefore, we used a distinct intersec-

tional approach,Runx3Cre;Prox2FlpO;Ai65 animals, which recom-

bined 70.5% ± 4.8% of vagal Runx3+ neurons and all Runx3+

neuron subtypes, but only a minor proportion of Prox2+ neurons

(Figures S2C–S2E). As Runx3Cre;Prox2FlpO;Ai65 mice only re-

combined Runx3 vagal subtypes, we hereafter refer to these an-

imals as Runx3Tom (Figures S2D and S2H).

Next, we searched for additional recombination sites in Prox2/

Runx3TomandRunx3Tomanimals.No recombinationwasobserved

inPhox2b+hindbrain visceromotornuclei (DMVandNA), the locus

coeruleus, or enteric ganglia (Figure S3A–S3E, S2I, and S2J;

Table 1). In Prox2/Runx3Tom animals, DRG neurons were not re-

combined,but14.9%±1.5%ofneuronsofonesinglesympathetic

ganglion, theceliacganglion, and14.1%±6.1%ofgeniculateneu-

rons expressed tdTomato (Figures S2I, S2J, and S3F–S3I). In

Runx3Tom animals, few celiac (0.2% ± 0.3%), geniculate (4.1% ±

1.1%), and DRG (1.4% ± 0.1%) neurons were recombined

(Figures S2I, S2J, and S3A–S3E). Recombination in other sympa-

thetic ganglia was exceedingly rare in both Prox2/Runx3Tom and

Runx3Tom animals (Figures S3F–S3H; see Table 1 for a summary).

In summary, Prox2/Runx3Tom animals recombine both Prox2+

andRunx3+ vagal sensory neurons, and small subpopulations of

celiac and geniculate neurons, whereas Runx3Tom animals only

recombine Runx3+ vagal neurons. Comparing the two strains

can help to identify projections originating from their vagal differ-

ence, i.e., Prox2+ neurons.

Prox2/Runx3 vagal neurons form IGLEs in the upper
gastrointestinal tract
We investigated Prox2 and Runx3 vagal neuron innervation tar-

gets in the upper gastrointestinal tract using Prox2/Runx3Tom
trointestinal tract
copy [mesoSPIM]) of the esophagus and stomach ofProx2/Runx3Tom (left) and

ntibodies against tdTomato. Scale bars, 200 mm (left) and 20 mm (right).
m animals (right) using tdTomato (red) and Phox2b (green) antibodies. Scale

+ fibers inProx2/Runx3Tom andRunx3Tom animals on different axial levels; n = 3.

e (right) using tdTomato (red) and Phox2b (green) antibodies. Scale bar, 20 mm.

+ fibers in Prox2/Runx3Tom and Runx3Tom animals in the glandular and non-

nd c-Kit (green) antibodies. Scale bar, 20 mm.

p left) of the intersectional FTLG reporter allele labeling boutons with synapto-

stologyshowingdenseGFP+boutons (green) in theNTS (middle left), onPou3f1+

ns (red, bottom right). Scale bars, 200 mm. Data in (B) and (F) are represented as

), (G), and (H) were stitched using the tile-scan mode. See also Figures S2–S4.
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Figure 3. MM1, MM2, and MM8 subtypes of Prox2/Runx3 vagal neurons innervate the upper digestive tract

(A) Scheme of retrograde tracing experiments.

(B) Left, smFISH analysis, combined with cholera toxin subunit b (CTb) (gray) immunohistology. Vagal neurons were analyzed after CTb injection into the

abdominal esophagus; probes: Prox2 (green), Runx3 (red), and Piezo2 (blue). A Prox2+Piezo2+CTb+ (open arrowhead) and Runx3+Piezo2+CTb+ (filled

arrowhead) cell are indicated. Quantification of retrogradely labeled Prox2+Piezo2+ and Runx3+Piezo2+ neurons (right). We used Fast Blue to trace from the

cervical and thoracic esophagus in postnatal P7 mice and CTb to trace from the abdominal esophagus and stomach in adult mice; n = 3–5. Scale bar, 20 mm.

(C–E) smFISH analysis of traced MM1, MM2, and MM8 neurons. CTb (gray) was detected by immunohistology. Probes used: (C) MM1: Rbp4 (green),Gata3 (red,

negative marker), Piezo2 (blue); (D) MM2: Grm5 (green), Piezo2 (blue); (E) MM8: Adra2a (green), Runx3 (red), Piezo2 (blue). Scale bars, 20 mm.

(F) Quantification of traced MM1, MM2, and MM8 neurons (n = 3–5).

(G) (Left) Scheme of anterograde tracing in OxtrCre mice by vagal injection of AAV9-FLEX-tdTomato. These anterograde tracing experiments revealed (right)

esophageal IGLEs (n = 6). Scale bar, 100 mm. Data are represented as mean ± SD, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001, ordinary one-way ANOVA with

Tukey’s multiple comparisons test. See also Figure S5.
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Table 1. Recombination sites of Prox2/Runx3 neurons

Location Hindbrain nuclei/ganglia Mouse line Recombined neurons

Hindbrain locus coeruleus Prox2/Runx3Tom 0%;0/1,983 neurons

Runx3Tom 0%;0/2,791 neurons

nucleus ambiguous Prox2/Runx3Tom 0%;0/592 neurons

Runx3Tom 0%;0/377 neurons

dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus Prox2/Runx3Tom 0%;0/2,114 neurons

Runx3Tom 0%;0/2,554 neurons

Upper digestive tract esophagus enteric ganglia Prox2/Runx3Tom 0%;0/419 neurons

Runx3Tom 0%;0/276 neurons

stomach enteric ganglia Prox2/Runx3Tom 0%;0/3,462 neurons

Runx3Tom 0%;0/3,199 neurons

Sympathetic ganglia celiac ganglion Prox2/Runx3Tom 15.0%;613/4,098 neurons

Runx3Tom 0.2%;8/4,132 neurons

superior cervical ganglia Prox2/Runx3Tom 0.02%;1/4,474 neurons

Runx3Tom 0.06%;4/6,534 neurons

stellate ganglia Prox2/Runx3Tom 0.13%;4/3,015 neurons

Runx3Tom 0.08%;5/6,567 neurons

sympathetic chain ganglia Prox2/Runx3Tom 0.12%;3/2,436 neurons

Runx3Tom 0.02%;1/4,341 neurons

Spinal afferents dorsal root ganglia Prox2/Runx3Tom 0%;0/17,049 neurons

Runx3Tom 1.4%;191/14,092 neurons

Other geniculate ganglia Prox2/Runx3Tom 15.0%;238/1,588 neurons

Runx3Tom 4.2%;56/1,342 neurons

Neurons in the hindbrain, enteric ganglia in the upper digestive tract, sympathetic ganglia, geniculate ganglia, and DRGs were analyzed for recombi-

nation by assessment of tdTomato expression in both Prox2/Runx3Tom and Runx3Tom animals; see also Figure S3. Indicated are the locations/ganglia

examined, mouse lines used, and total number of recombined neurons counted in 3 animals.
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and Runx3Tom mice (Figures 2A–2G). The esophagus and

attached stomach were isolated, cleared, and imaged using

light-sheet microscopy.49,50 The entire rostro-caudal axis of

the esophagus was densely innervated by Prox2/Runx3 neurons

but only sparsely by Runx3 vagal neurons (Figures 2A–2C).

Quantifications demonstrated that the vast majority of esopha-

geal ganglia in Prox2/Runx3Tom mice, but few in Runx3Tom

mice, were contacted by tdTomato+ IGLEs (Figure 2D). Thus,

esophageal IGLEs were mainly formed by Prox2 and, to a lesser

extent, by Runx3 neurons.

In the stomach, we detected tdTomato+ IGLEs in the glandular

and non-glandular regions of Prox2/Runx3Tom and Runx3Tom an-

imals (Figures 2A and 2E). Runx3Tom animals showed a higher

density of innervation in the glandular than the non-glandular

stomach (Figures 2A and 2F). Thus, both Prox2 and Runx3 neu-

rons form gastric IGLEs, but preferentially innervate the non-

glandular and glandular stomach, respectively. We did not

detect tdTomato+ IGLEs in the intestines of Prox2/Runx3Tom

animals, although we did find tdTomato+TH+ varicose endings

on intestinal enteric ganglia that likely originate from the TH+ ce-

liac ganglion (see below). tdTomato+ axons also made contacts

with c-Kit+ interstitial cells of Cajal in the esophageal sphincter

of Prox2/Runx3Tom, but not Runx3Tom, mice (Figure 2G).

These endings correspond to IMAs. Rare tdTomato+ IMAs

were detected in the stomachs of both Prox2/Runx3Tom and

Runx3Tom mice.
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Our scRNA-seq analysis indicated that Prox2/Runx3 vagal

neurons encompass a large fraction of putative vagal mecha-

noreceptors, many of which were recently characterized by

others. In accordance, we observed tdTomato+ endings in

the lungs,51 laryngeal mucosa, and taste buds,12 as well as

in the aortic arch (Figures S4A–S4F).52 We additionally

analyzed putative innervation sites of Prox2/Runx3 geniculate

and celiac neurons. Prox2/Runx3 geniculate neurons

formed tdTomato+ endings on the papillae of the tongue53

(Figures S4G–S4I). Celiac Prox2/Runx3Tom neurons co-ex-

press TH (Figure S2J) and are known to form varicose endings

on intestinal ganglia and blood vessels.54 tdTomato+TH+

nerve endings were absent in the esophagus and stomach

but were observed in the intestine of Prox2/Runx3Tom animals

(Figures S4K–S4M). These tdTomato+ varicose endings con-

tacted blood vessels and enteric neurons (Figures S4L and

S4M); note that the morphology of varicose endings is distinct

from IGLEs (compare Figures 2C and S4M). In accordance

with previous findings,54 we suggest celiac neurons as a

source of the intestinal tdTomato+ endings. Table 2 summa-

rizes the organs innervated by Prox2/Runx3 vagal, geniculate,

and celiac neurons.

Central projections of Prox2/Runx3 neurons
Vagal neurons project to second-order sensory neurons in the

NTS. To define Prox2/Runx3 vagal neuron projections to the



Table 2. Innervation targets of Prox2/Runx3 neurons

Ganglion Target Cell type Subtype Marker genes Reference

Vagal esophagus enteric ganglia (IGLE) MM2 Prox2+, Piezo2+,

Grm5,+ Glp1r�
this work

stomach (non-glandular) enteric ganglia (IGLE) MM1 Prox2+, Piezo2+,

Glp1r+, Rbp4,+ Gata3�
this work; Williams et al.13

stomach (glandular) enteric ganglia (IGLE) MM8 Runx3+, Prox2low, Piezo2+,

Glp1r+, Adra2a+

this work; Williams et al.13

larynx quadrangular membrane,

mucosa, laryngeal

taste buds

MM5 Runx3+, Slc18a3+, Pappa2+,

P2ry1+, Piezo2�
Prescott et al.12

lung bronchi smooth muscle MM10 Prox2+, Piezo2+, Lmcd1+,

Sntg2+, Car2,+ Slc17a7+

Liu et al.51

neuroepithelial bodies MM9 Runx3+, Piezo2+, Calb1+,

Asic3,+ Mafb+

Liu et al.51

heart aortic arch ? Mc4r+, Agtr1a+ Min et al.52; Zhao et al.14

Geniculate tongue taste buds – – –

Celiaca intestine enteric ganglia

(varicose endings);

blood vessels

– – –

Prox2/Runx3 neurons originating in the vagal, geniculate, and celiac ganglia innervate the indicated target organs and cell types/tissue; see also Fig-

ures 2, 3, and S4. Listed are the names of vagal neuron subtype (for subtype nomenclature see Figures 1D and 1E) and the genes used here asmarkers

to identify the subtypes. Previous work that characterized these vagal neuronal subtypes in depth are indicated in the references.
aIn the intestine, we detected tdTomato+TH+ endings. Intestinal tdTomato+ varicose endings associated with enteric ganglia and blood vessels

(Figures S4K–S4M). Varicose endings in the intestine were previously shown to be formed by celiac neurons.54 The morphology of the endings

thus suggests that these correspond to sympathetic efferents, but we cannot definitely exclude a vagal origin.
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NTS, we labeled their synapses with synaptophysinGFP using

Prox2FlpO;Phox2bCre;R26FTLG mice, hereafter named Prox2/

Runx3SypGFP.48 This approach revealed many GFP+ synaptic

boutons on Phox2b+ neurons in the NTS (Figure 2H). Using our

unpublished scRNA-seq data of NTS neurons, we identified

Pou3f1+ and thymidine hydroxylase+ (TH) interneurons in central

and ventral nuclei of the NTS and observed that Prox2/Runx3

vagal sensory neurons formed synaptic boutons upon them. In

accordance with previous reports,55 we also found GFP+ bou-

tons on choline acetyltransferase+ (ChAT) DMV neurons, but

none on ChAT+ hypoglossal neurons (Figure 2H). Thus, Prox2/

Runx3 vagal neurons project to Pou3f1+ and TH+ neurons in

the NTS and directly to ChAT+ DMV neurons.

Prox2/Runx3 neurons innervate the upper
gastrointestinal tract
Next, we defined the molecular subtype(s) of Prox2/Runx3 vagal

neurons innervating the upper gastrointestinal tract by retro-

gradely labeling them from the cervical, thoracic, and abdominal

esophagus, and from the glandular and non-glandular stomach

(scheme in Figure 3A).56,57 smFISH was used to define Prox2,

Runx3, and Piezo2 expression in retrogradely traced vagal neu-

rons. Overall, most traced Piezo2+ vagal neurons corresponded

to Prox2 or Runx3 neuronal subtypes, i.e.,�75% from the cervi-

cal and thoracic esophagus and �100% from the abdominal

esophagus and stomach (Figures 3B and S5A). The upper

esophagus is innervated by both superior (jugular) and inferior

(nodose) vagal neurons,58 and jugular neurons do not express

Prox2. We suggest that jugular neurons represent the remaining
back-traced vagal Prox2-negative, Piezo2-positive cells in the

cervical and thoracic esophagus.

Further analysis demonstrated that the Prox2 MM1 and MM2

as well as the Runx3 MM8 subtypes correspond to the Piezo2+

subtypes innervating the esophagus and stomach (Figures 3C–

3F). These subtypes displayed preferences in their regional

innervation. From the cervical and thoracic esophagus, mainly

MM2 neurons were traced; MM2 neurons were less frequently

traced from the abdominal esophagus, and rarely from the stom-

ach (Figure 3F). The closely related MM1 subtype was often

traced from the stomach (Figure 3F). MM8, a Runx3 subtype,

was rarely traced from the cervical and thoracic esophagus,

but frequently from the abdominal esophagus and stomach (Fig-

ure 3F). We detected further regional preferences in the glan-

dular and non-glandular stomach (Figure 3F). Our assignment

of vagal neurons innervating the stomach is supported by previ-

ous work that showed that Glp1r+ vagal neurons form gastric

IGLEs,13 as Glp1r is expressed in the majority of MM1

(89.6% ± 5.3%) and MM8 (94.3% ± 2.6%), but not in MM2 neu-

rons (2.4% ± 3.0%) (Figures S5B and S5C).

The majority of MM2, but not MM1 or MM8, neurons express

Oxtr in the scRNA-seq data (Figure S5D). smFISH confirmed

Oxtr expression in MM2 neurons, and demonstrated that almost

all MM2+Oxtr+ neurons were recombined in Prox2/Runx3Tom an-

imals (Figure S5E). To verify that MM2 vagal neurons project to

the esophagus, we directly injected the vagal ganglia of OxtrCre

mice with AAV9-FLEX-tdTomato. Analysis of the esophagus

from injected animals demonstrated that the recombined vagal

neurons identified by tdTomato expression formed esophageal
Neuron 111, 2184–2200, July 19, 2023 2191



Figure 4. Prox2/Runx3 neurons are esophageal and gastric mechanoreceptors

(A) Scheme of the esophagus-vagus nerve in vitro preparation.

(B) Vagal fiber responding to mechanical stimuli of increasing strength (top); the intensity of the stimulus is indicated below (left, 100 mN; middle, 250 mN); note

that the same fiber also responded to blue light in the absence of a mechanical stimulus (right).

(C) Quantification of Prox2/Runx3-positive units (30/30) among mechanosensitive units in the esophagus; n = 6 mice.

(D) Quantification of population firing patterns of Prox2/Runx3-positive (red) and -negative (black) units during mechanical stimulation (250 mN).

(E) Stimulus response properties of Prox2/Runx3-positive units to increasing mechanical force.

(F) Decomposition of Prox2/Runx3-positive unit firing patterns revealed two types of mechanosensory neurons (n = 30 units).

(legend continued on next page)
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IGLEs (Figure 3G). We conclude that the MM1, MM2, and MM8

subtypes innervate the esophagus and stomach, where they

end as IGLEs. The three subtypes display regional innervation

preferences and, in particular, esophageal IGLEs are mainly

formed by MM2 neurons.
Prox2/Runx3 vagal neurons are mechanoreceptors
Wenext investigated the electrophysiological properties of Prox2/

Runx3 neurons using Prox2/Runx3ChR (Prox2FlpO;Phox2bCre;Ai80)

mice to express channelrhodopsin inProx2/Runx3 neurons.59 The

entire esophagus from these mice was isolated as an ‘‘open

book’’ preparation, and the attached vagus nerve was used for

recording responses in single nerve fibers (Figure 4A).8,60 Vagal fi-

bers were classified as Prox2/Runx3-positive or -negative based

on whether they fired action potentials in response to blue light

(Figures 4B, S6A, and S6B). We applied mechanical stimuli using

a piezo actuator, or shone blue light on the esophagus, and

observed similar magnitude and firing kinetics in response to

both stimuli in vagal fibers (Figure 4B). Interestingly, all mechani-

cally sensitive vagal fibers identified in the thoracic and abdominal

esophagus responded to blue light (30/30 neurons, Figures 4C

and 4D). Thus, Prox2/Runx3-positive neurons are the sole vagal

esophageal mechanoreceptors. Prox2/Runx3-positive neurons

responded to forces ranging from 60 to 250 mN and increased

their firing frequency in response to increasing force (Figure 4E).

Analysis of single unit responses to mechanical stimuli revealed

two distinct response patterns. The majority of the Prox2/

Runx3-positivemechanoreceptors (80%) showed sustained firing

of up to 20 Hz during stimulation, and firing frequency slowly re-

turned to baseline after the end of the stimulation (we call these

type I esophageal receptors; Figure 4F, green). The remaining

20% showed peak firing of around 7 Hz that returned to baseline

before the end of the stimulus (type II esophageal receptors; Fig-

ure 4F, red). In summary, Prox2/Runx3-positive neurons form

esophageal IGLEs and function as low-threshold mechanorecep-

tors. They segregate into type I and II receptors that differ in adap-

tation rates, and we suggest that these correspond to MM2 and

MM8, respectively (see discussion).

In addition, we used an in vitro vagus-stomach preparation en-

compassing the entire stomach and the attached vagal trunk

fromProx2/Runx3ChRmice (Figure 4G).We administered physio-

logical volumes of saline (0.1–0.3 mL) to distend the stom-

ach.13,61 Around half of all neurons that responded to stomach

distention were light-sensitive and thus corresponded to Prox2/

Runx3-positive neurons (55/125 neurons; Figures 4H, 4I, and

S6C). Across all volumes tested, light-sensitive fibers displayed

higher firing rates in response to distention than light-insensitive

fibers (Figures 4J and 4K). Closer examination of firing responses

uncovered two distinct types (Figure 4L). Type I gastric receptors

continued firing while the stomach was distended and only
(G) Scheme of the stomach-vagus nerve in vitro preparation.

(H) Vagal fiber responding to the indicated distention and light stimuli.

(I) Proportions of Prox2/Runx3-positive units among all mechanosensitive units i

(J) Population firing responses of Prox2/Runx3-positive (n = 54) and -negative (n

(K) Stimulus response properties of Prox2/Runx3-positive (n = 45–54) and -nega

(L) Decomposition of Prox2/Runx3-positive unit firing patterns revealed two types

F, J, K, and L), ***p < 0.001, unpaired two-tailed t test. See also Figure S6.
returned to basal activity after the stomach had emptied, while

type II gastric receptors reduced their firing frequency and

quickly returned to basal activity—even while the stomach was

still distended (Figure 4L). Thus, Prox2/Runx3-positive gastric

vagal neurons are mechanosensitive and appear to detect static

(type I) and dynamic changes in stretch (type II). We propose that

type I and II gastric receptors correspond to MM1 and MM8,

respectively (see discussion).
Ablation of Prox2/Runx3 neurons results in esophageal
dysmotility
We used an intersectional genetic strategy to express

the diphtheria toxin receptor (DTR) in Prox2/Runx3 neu-

rons (Prox2FlpO;Phox2bCre;Tauds-DTR, hereafter called Prox2/

Runx3ds-DTRmice).62 As the DTR receptor is only expressed after

the removal of both lox- and frt-flanked stop cassettes, DT-

treatedProx2FlpO;Tauds-DTR animals were used as controls (called

Controlds-DTR). DTR-expressing neurons were ablated by inject-

ing diphtheria toxin (DT), and ablation efficacy and specificity

were determined 2 weeks after DT injection by smFISH. This

showed that the vast majority of Prox2+ and Runx3+ neurons

were ablated in the vagal ganglia of Prox2/Runx3ds-DTR animals

(Figure 5A). Prox2/Runx3 neurons represent around 30% of all

Phox2b+ vagal neurons and, in accordance, 32% ± 6% of

Phox2b+ neurons were ablated after DT injection (Figure 5B).

Following administration of DT, the animals’ weight was moni-

tored daily, which showed that Prox2/Runx3ds-DTR, but not

Controlds-DTR, mice rapidly lost weight in the first 5 days post

ablation (Figures 5C and S7A). Prox2/Runx3ds-DTR animals

received a high caloric diet and daily saline injections after abla-

tion, which helped to stabilize their weight. VFSS allows themoni-

toring of swallowing behavior in freelymoving animals (Figures 5D

and 5E). We performed VFSS 2 days before and 19 days after

ablation (see Figure S7B for an outline of the experiment, and

Videos S1 and S2 for an example of the swallowing behavior

before and after ablation).28 The esophageal transit time of a

liquid bolus increased from an average of 1.5 ± 0.4 to 39.3 ±

15.4 s after ablation (Figure 5F). Additionally, the liquid bolus

was frequently retained in the esophagus, flowed in an orad di-

rection to re-enter the pharynx (Video S3), and in some cases

was regurgitated from the mouth. Such aberrant esophageal

bolus movements were never observed before ablation. Swal-

lowing difficulties were accompanied by megaesophagus, with

the average diameter of their abdominal esophagus increasing

from an average of 1.8 ± 0.2 mm before ablation to 2.8 ±

0.2 mm after ablation (Figure 5F). Moreover, numerous examples

of aerophagia were observed after ablation (Video S4). Pharyn-

geal transit time and lick time were mildly increased, whereas

the lick rate was slightly decreased (Figure 5F). Swallow rate,

swallow interval, lick-to-swallow ratio, and jaw opening/closing
n the stomach (55/125 units, n = 6 mice).

= 36) units during stomach distention (0.1 mL).

tive (n = 35–43) units to increasing stomach distension (0.1–0.3 mL).

(n = 46 units). Data are represented asmean ± SD (C and I) or mean ± SEM (D, E,
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velocity were unaffected (Figure S7C). In summary, we observed

severe deficits in ingestion after the ablation of Prox2/Runx3 neu-

rons, which we assign to esophageal dysmotility.

DISCUSSION

Mechanosensory vagal neurons monitor esophageal and gastric

distension. Here, we used genetically guided anatomical tracing

and optogenetics to show that three vagal sensory neuronal sub-

types that express Prox2 and Runx3 innervate the esophagus

and stomach with regionalized specificity. All three subtypes

form IGLEs on enteric ganglia and function as low-threshold

mechanoreceptors, but they display different adaptation proper-

ties (summarized in Figure 6). We used a genetic strategy to

ablate Prox2/Runx3 neurons, and demonstrated that this re-

sulted in dysphagia due to severe esophageal dysmotility in

freely behaving animals. Our results reveal the importance of

vagal sensory feedback provided by Prox2/Runx3 neurons in

swallowing and food intake.

Prox2/Runx3 neurons innervate the esophagus and
stomach
Prox2/Runx3 neurons represent the majority (�85%) of all

Piezo2+ neurons in the nodose ganglion. They encompass eight

neuronal subtypes, three of which (MM1, MM2, and MM8) form

IGLEs that innervate esophageal and gastric enteric ganglia.

Comparisons of our molecular data with previously published

analyses indicate the innervation targets of additional Prox2/

Runx3 neurons. The MM9 and MM10 Prox2/Runx3 subtypes

appear to correspond to neurons innervating the lung and

MM5 to neurons innervating the larynx (summarized in

Table 2).12,51 The assignment of the Prox2/Runx3 neuronal sub-

types innervating the heart needs further investigation.

Together, theMM2andMM8subtypesofProx2/Runx3neurons

innervate almost all (>95%) esophageal enteric ganglia, although

most are innervated byMM2. Despite themorphological similarity

of the nerve endings, we were able to distinguish between MM2

andMM8 neurons in genetically guided anatomical tracing exper-

iments. The ablation of Prox2/Runx3 neurons demonstrated their

importance in the esophageal phase of swallowing. Specifically,

the ablation resulted in a dramatic increase in the transit time of

a bolus through the esophagus,whichwas accompaniedbymeg-

aesophagus. Esophageal peristalsis is part of a complex motor

sequence involving the consecutive and stereotypic contractions

of pharyngeal and esophageal muscle groups. This intricate

sequence of events is controlled by a central pattern generator
Figure 5. Ablation of Prox2/Runx3 neurons impairs esophageal motilit
(A) smFISH images (left) using Prox2 (green) and Runx3 (red) probes in adult

administration. (Right) Quantification; n = 3. Scale bar, 50 mm.

(B) Immunofluorescence images (left) using Phox2b (green) and Tubb3 (red) antib

Quantification; n = 3. Scale bar, 50 mm.

(C) Weight change in Prox2/Runx3ds-DTR mice after DT administration, n = 14.

(D) Scheme of the videofluoroscopy setup.

(E) X-ray images taken from the same Prox2/Runx3ds-DTR mouse before (pre-DT

traveling distance used to determine pharyngeal transit time (PTT) and esophage

diameter.

(F) Quantifications before and after ablation. Data are represented asmean ± SD, *

B), paired two-tailed t test (F). See also Figure S7.
in the brainstem.63 Deafferentation of the thoracic esophagus in

sheepprovidedearlyevidence fora roleofvagal sensory feedback

in esophageal peristalsis.25 Our data indicate that this feedback is

essential for peristalsis and is providedby theMM2andMM8sub-

types of Prox2/Runx3 neurons.

Despite the apparent morphological uniformity of IGLEs,

distinct vagal neuronal subtypes form these structures along

the rostro-caudal axis of the gastrointestinal tract. Previous

work showed that Glp1r marks neurons that form gastric

IGLEs.13 Here, we distinguish two Glp1r+ neuronal subtypes

that innervate the stomach with regional preferences (MM1,

MM8). Thus, gastric IGLEs are more heterogeneous than previ-

ously recognized. Others described a subtype of vagal sensory

neurons expressingOxtr that forms IGLEs on intestinal ganglia,10

but Prox2/Runx3 neurons do not form intestinal IGLEs. The sub-

type identity of these intestinal Oxtr+ IGLEs remains open. We

show here that an additional subtype of esophageal IGLEs is

formed by MM2 neurons that also express Oxtr.

Electrophysiological properties of vagal Prox2/Runx3
neurons innervating the upper gastrointestinal tract
The optogenetic tools used here allowed us to assign the elec-

trophysiological properties to specific subtypes of vagal Prox2/

Runx3 neurons forming esophageal and gastric IGLEs. Our

retrograde tracing experiments demonstrated that Prox2/

Runx3 neurons represent all vagal Piezo2+ neurons innervating

the stomach. Nevertheless, Prox2/Runx3 neurons constituted

only half of all mechanoreceptors detected by vagal fiber record-

ings that respond to stomach distention. Thus, Piezo2-negative

vagal gastric mechanoreceptors exist, and they responded with

lower firing frequencies to distention than Piezo2-positive mech-

anoreceptors. In the somatosensory system, genetic ablation of

Piezo2 leads to the loss or reduced mechanosensitivity of both

rapidly and slowly adapting low-threshold mechanorecep-

tors.64–66 Work involving the genetic deletion of Piezos in vagal

sensory neurons revealed their function in the control of breath-

ing and blood pressure.67,68 Further studies are required to

address the precise role of Piezo2 in the Prox2/Runx3 vagal neu-

rons innervating the gastrointestinal tract, to reveal the identity of

the Piezo2-negative gastric vagal mechanoreceptors and to un-

cover the identity of the mechanosensitive channel(s) used by

these neurons to detect stomach stretch.

In accordance with the molecular and anatomical data, our

electrophysiological experiments uncovered different Prox2/

Runx3 mechanoreceptive subtypes. Esophageal type I recep-

tors adapted slower than type II receptors, and type I
y in freely behaving animals
Controlds-DTR (top) and Prox2/Runx3ds-DTR (bottom) mice 14 days after DT

odies in adult Controlds-DTR (top) and Prox2/Runx3ds-DTR (bottom) mice. (Right)

, left) and after (post-DT, right) DT administration. Dotted lines show the bolus

al transit time (ETT). Solid line shows the site used to measure the esophageal

p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001, unpaired two-tailed t test (A and
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Figure 6. Summary

(A) Scheme of MM1, MM2, and MM8 vagal neu-

rons and their targets. Illustrations were adapted

from bioicons.com and scidraw.io and licensed

under CC-BY 3.0 and CC-BY 4.0.

(B) Scheme of an MM2 IGLE contacting an

esophageal enteric ganglion.

(C) Table summarizing the characteristics of MM1,

MM2, and MM8 vagal neurons.
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outnumbered type II mechanoreceptors four to one. MM2 is the

most abundant Prox2/Runx3 subtype innervating the esoph-

agus. We therefore propose that MM2 corresponds to esopha-

geal type I mechanoreceptors and MM8 to type II receptors.

Esophageal distension mediates reflexes that result in contrac-

tion of the upper esophageal sphincter, and these differentially

respond to slow and fast esophageal distention.26,69 Thus,

MM2 and MM8 neurons might elicit different reflexes by encod-

ing distinct aspects of esophageal distension.

Both gastric type I and esophageal type I receptors displayed

similar adaptation properties. We propose that the gastric type I

receptors correspond to MM1, which closely resembles the

MM2 esophageal type I receptor in its molecular properties.

Further, esophageal and gastric type II receptors display similar

adaption properties, and we suggest that these correspond to

the MM8 subtype. In accordance, a recent study recorded cal-

cium activity in vagal neurons during stomach/esophagus

distension and found that group C neurons, in particular

Piezo2+Glp1r+Rbp4+ and Piezo2+Grm5+Slit2+ subtypes,

display a slowly adapting response and appear to correspond

to the Prox2/Runx3 MM1 and MM2 subtypes, our proposed

type I mechanoreceptors.14

The genetic ablation strategy used here affected vagal

neuronal subtypes, among them the three subtypes (MM1,

MM2, and MM8) that terminate as IGLEs in the esophagus and

stomach, but not DRG neurons. Others recently showed that

Piezo2+ DRG neurons form intraganglionic varicose endings

(IGVEs) in the stomach and that these regulate the speed of

stomach emptying.70 The VFSS setup used in this study allowed

us to detect boli entering and leaving the stomach as well as

stomach contractions, which were observable before and after

ablation of Prox2/Runx3 neurons. However, it lacked sufficient

resolution to accurately quantify gastric contractions and

emptying. The current gold standard for diagnosing gastric
2196 Neuron 111, 2184–2200, July 19, 2023
paresis in patients is gastric emptying

scintigraphy,71–73 which can also be

used to study gastric motility in mice.74

This technology could be employed in

the future to define the relative contribu-

tions of vagal and DRG mechanorecep-

tors to various aspects of gastric

physiology.

Neuronal control of esophageal
motility
Abnormal esophageal motility encom-

passes a heterogeneous class of disor-
ders, and hereditary, autoimmune, and infectious factors, as

well as nervous system degeneration, were suggested to

cause or contribute to the pathology.75,76 In humans, VFSS

is used to diagnose and monitor swallowing dysfunction77

and was recently adapted for use in rodents.28,78,79 We

used VFSS to show that the ablation of Prox2/Runx3 neurons

results in marked esophageal dysmotility. The histological,

retrograde, and anterograde tracing studies assign this func-

tion to the Prox2/Runx3 neuronal subtypes that form IGLEs

in the esophagus. The scRNA-seq datasets provide informa-

tion on genes expressed in these neurons and can be mined

for the identification of potential drug targets. This might be

useful in modulating the vagal sensory neurons that control

esophageal peristalsis, with the goal of ameliorating motility

disorders.

In addition to the vagal sensory arm that provides the feed-

back needed for esophageal peristalsis, the sensorimotor circuit

controlling esophageal motility includes the hindbrain central

pattern generator in the NTS, as well as visceromotor effector

neurons located in hindbrain motor nuclei—in particular the

NA.4,15,17,63,80 The intersectional genetic approach relying on

Prox2FlpO;Phox2bCre affected the sensory arm but not the NTS

or hindbrain motor nuclei. Our approach allowed us to perform

experiments in freely behaving mice and avoided the caveats

associated with viral technologies, such as variable and low

recombination frequency or a risk of injury to muscles covering

vagal ganglia. However, it also targeted neuronal subpopula-

tions in the geniculate and celiac ganglia, as well as other types

of vagal mechanoreceptors (summarized in Tables 1 and 2).

Thus, ablated neuronal types other than vagal Prox2/Runx3

innervating the esophagus may have contributed to the

observed phenotypes. For instance, ablation of Prox2/Runx3

neurons mildly affected swallowing parameters like pharyngeal

transit time (�8% increase) and lick rate (�4% decrease),

https://bioicons.com
https://scidraw.io
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whereas it had extremely pronounced effects on the esophageal

phase of swallowing (�26-fold increase in transit time). Whether

the mild changes in the pharyngeal transit time and lick rate are

caused by the loss of targeted neuron types innervating the lar-

ynx or tongue, or indirectly by esophageal immobility, re-

mains open.
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Critical commercial assays
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Deposited data

Single cell RNA-sequencing Gene Expression Omnibus GEO: GSE206052

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Mouse: VGlut2Cre Jackson Laboratory RRID:IMSR_JAX:016963

Mouse: R26nGFP Abe et al.82 N/A

Mouse: Prox2FlpO This paper N/A

Mouse: Runx3Cre Levanon et al.45 N/A

Mouse: Ai65 Jackson Laboratory RRID:IMSR_JAX:021875

Mouse: Ai80 Jackson Laboratory RRID:IMSR_JAX:025109

Mouse: Phox2bCre D’Autréaux et al.36 N/A
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Software and algorithms

FIJI Schindelin et al.83 RRID:SCR_002285

PRISM 6 GraphPad RRID:SCR_002798

Adobe Illustrator CS6 Adobe RRID:SCR_010279

Drop-Seq Tools v2.0 Broad Institute https://github.com/broadinstitute/Drop-seq

Picard Tools v2.18.17 Broad Institute RRID:SCR_006525

STAR v2.5.3a Dobin et al.84 https://github.com/alexdobin/STAR

Seurat v3.0 Stuart et al. 85 RRID: SCR_007322
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Carmen

Birchmeier (cbirch@mdc-berlin.de).

Materials availability
All unique reagents generated in this study are available from the lead contact with a completed materials transfer agreement.

Data and code availability
d The next-generation sequencing datasets generated in this study have been deposited in the GEO repository (GEO accession

number GSE206052) and are publicly available.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this work paper is available from the lead contact upon

request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Mouse lines
All experiments were conducted according to regulations established by the Max Delbr€uck Centre for Molecular Medicine, LAGeSo

(Landesamt f€ur Gesundheit und Soziales), the institutional animal care and use committee at the University of Missouri, and the insti-

tutional animal care and use committee at Harvard Medical School. Ai65 (#021875), Ai80 (#025109), VGlut2Cre (#016963), and

OxtrT2A-Cre mice were obtained from the Jackson Laboratory.59,86,87 Phox2bCre,36 and R26FTLG mice48 were provided by Jean-

François Brunet (Institut de Biologie de l’ENS, Paris, France). The Tauds-DTR and Runx3Cre mice were provided by Martyn Goulding

(Salk Institute) and Yoram Groner (Weizmann Insitute, Rehovot, Israel).45,62 The Gt(ROSA)26Sortm2.1Sia mice were provided by Shi-

nichi Aizawa (RIKEN Center for Developmental Biology); we refer to them as R26nGFP mice, as they express a nuclear GFP upon cre-

mediated stop cassette excision.82 Mice were housed at defined room temperature (23�C), humidity (56%), and with a 12-hour light-

dark cycle. Male and female mice were used in approximately equal numbers for all experiment in this study unless otherwise noted.

METHOD DETAILS

Vagal neuron isolation
We dissected the vagal ganglia from 15 VGlut2Cre;R26nGFP mice of either sex at P4, removed excess nerve, muscle and vascular

tissue, and placed them in a 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube with warm F12/FHS (F12 with 10% fetal horse serum). Neurons were isolated

essentially as described.88 In short, ganglia were digested in F12/FHS solution containing 0.125% collagenase, incubated at 37�C
for 1 hour, washed 3x in PBS, and then incubated in PBS with 0.25% trypsin at 37�C for 15 minutes. Dissociation of the ganglia

was performed using fire-polished Pasteur pipettes of decreasing diameter. The solution was transferred on top of a 2 ml BSA

cushion (F12/FHS solution with 15% bovine serum albumin) and spun for 10 minutes at 900 RPM. The cell pellet was resuspended

in 500 ml of HBSS without calcium or magnesium, strained twice through a 70 mm filter (Sysmex), and DAPI (Sigma) was added to a

final concentration of 300 nM to label dead cells before sorting. We sorted GFP-positive/DAPI-negative cells into 96-well plates using

ARIA Sorter III (BD) and BD FACSDiva software 8.0.1.

Library generation and sequencing
Single cell RNA sequencing was done following the CEL-Seq2 protocol.31 cDNA Libraries were prepared for 16 96-well plates,

pooled together, and sequenced on a NextSeq 500 (Ilumina) in two separate runs by the next generation sequencing core facility

of the Max-Delbr€uck Center for Molecular Medicine.

Analysis of the P4 vagal ganglia CEL-Seq2 data
Data processing and gene quantification was performed using dropseq-tools v2.0 and picard-tools v2.18.17. We used the standard

pipeline for Drop-seq data, with the necessary adaptations to analyze the CEL-Seq2 data. We removed the bead barcode correction

steps, and in the DigitalExpression quantification we inputted the list of 96 CEL-Seq2 barcodes. Alignment was performedwith STAR

v2.5.3a. We used the GRCm38 genome and the annotation from the GRCm38.p4 assembly. Two thresholds were set to filter out

wells without cells or wells with multiple cells. We set a lower threshold of 17,000 UMIs (unique molecular identifier) per cell, and

an upper threshold of 250,000 UMIs per cell. These UMI thresholds filtered out 144 cells, leaving 1392 out of 1536 cells (from 16

96-well plates), e.g. 9.4% of the total cell count were removed from further analysis.

Downstream analysis was performed with Seurat v3.0. Seurat was run with the default parameters with the following exceptions.

2000 genes were selected with the FindVariableFeatures function of Seurat. The first 30 principal components were selected after
Neuron 111, 2184–2200.e1–e7, July 19, 2023 e3
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PCA, excluding PC3 and PC11 as these PCs represented glial contamination in our dataset. The neighbor graph was constructed

with FindNeighbors with a k parameter of 11. The clustering resolution was set to 1. UMAP visualization was usedwith the correlation

metric and 20 number of neighbors.

Integration analysis
For the integration analysis the raw count tables were used from the Ernfors and Knight laboratories.10,11 The first was downloaded

from a public repository and the second was kindly provided by the authors. The Bai et al. data consisted of two datasets, the tar-

geted and the untargeted cells, which were sequenced with different protocols.10 Seurat v3.0 canonical correlation was used to inte-

grate the four datasets (including ours), using 30 canonical components. Initially, PCA was performed for 30 principal components.

The neighbor graph was constructed with those 30 components, with a k parameter of 20, and clustering was performed with a res-

olution of 1. After this initial analysis we identified clusters of glial and epithelial cells and sympathetic neurons. We then removed

these cell clusters and repeated the integration analysis on the remaining cells. This time integration was performed using 40 canon-

ical components. After PCA, the first 29 components were used, excluding principal components 4 and 6 as these carried a glial

signal. The rest of the downstream integration analysis was performed using default parameters.

Tissue preparation
Mice were sacrificed and perfused with PBS before organ harvesting. Dissected organs were washed in PBS before fixation in 4%

PFA in PBS (1 hour for vagal ganglia, 4 hours for digestive organs and 6 hours for brains). After fixation, organs were washed in PBS,

cryopreserved in 15% sucrose overnight at 4�C, and then in 30% sucrose overnight at 4�C. Organs were embedded with Tissue-Tek

O.C.T Compound (Sakura) and stored at -80Co until cryosectioning. Vagal ganglia were cryosectioned at 16mm, whereas digestive

organs and brains were cryosectioned at 30mm. Sections were stored at -80�C until used.

Single molecule fluorescent in situ hybridization (RNAscope) and immunohistology
In situ fluorescent hybridization was performed using the RNAscopeMultiplex Fluorescent Reagent Kit V2 from ACDbio according to

the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, vagal ganglia sections were thawed at 37�C for 30 minutes and post-fixed in 4% PFA in PBS

for 15 minutes before washing in PBS and continuing with the manufacturer’s instructions. To combine immunohistology with RNA-

scope, the instructions were followed up to the hydrogen peroxide wash, then the sectionswere washed in PBS and incubated at 4�C
overnight with the primary antibody diluted in Co-Detection Antibody Diluent (obtained from ACDBio). The sections were washed in

PBS and treated with Protease III. The RNAscope protocol was then continued, the sections washed in PBS and incubated with the

secondary antibody for 1 hour at room temperature in blocking solution (PBS with 0.2% Triton X-100 and 5% normal horse serum).

Sections were washed in PBS and mounted with ProLong Gold Antifade mountant (ThermoFisher). We used the following probes in

this study: Prox2 (593331-C3), Runx3 (451271 and 451271-C2), Piezo2 (400191-C2 and 400191-C3), Trpv1 (313331), Prrxl1

(446631), Calb1 (428431-C3), Adra2a (425341-C3), Slc18a3 (448771-C3), Slc17a6 (319171-C3), Phox2b (407861-C2 and

407861-C3), Rbp4 (508501-C2), Gata3 (403321), Grm5 (423631-C2), Lamp5 (451071-C2), Mc4r (319181), Gabrg1 (501401-C3),

Oxtr (412171) and Glp1r (418851).

Immunohistology was performed as described with minor modifications.89 In short, sections were thawed, briefly washed (PBS

with 0.2% Triton X-100), and blocked (PBS with 0.2% Triton X-100 and 5% normal horse serum) for 1 hour at room temperature.

The primary antibody was diluted in blocking solution and incubated for 1-2 days at room temperature. Sections were washed in

PBS before being incubated with the secondary antibody diluted in blocking solution for 1 hour at room temperature. Sections

were again washed in PBS and mounted with Immu-Mount (ThermoFisher). The following primary antibodies were used: goat

anti-Phox2b (R&D Systems, AF4940, 1:200), rabbit anti-RFP (Rockland, 600-401-379-RTU, 1:500), chicken anti-GFP (Aves Labs,

GFP-1020, 1:500), rat anti-GFP (Nacalai Tesque, GF090R, 1:1000), goat anti-CD117 (R&D Systems, AF1356, 1:400), rabbit anti-

Tubulin b-3 (BioLegend, Poly18020, 1:1000), goat anti-CTb (List Labs, 703, 1:2000), rabbit anti-Pou3f1 (Abcam, ab126746, 1:500),

sheep anti-TH (Millipore, AB1542, 1:1000), goat anti-ChAT (Millipore, AB144P, 1:200), rat anti-CK8 (DSHB, TROMA-I, 1:400), mouse

anti-SMA (Sigma, A2547, 1:2000), guinea pig anti-CGRP (Synaptic Systems, 414004, 1:1000) and rabbit anti-CD31 (abcam,

Ab28364, 1:500). We used species specific secondary antibodies coupled to Cy2-, Cy3- and Cy5 (Jackson ImmunoResearch,

1:500). After immunostaining or smFISH, tissue sections were imaged using an LSM 700 confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss) with

ZEN 2012 software. When images were acquired using the tile-scan modus, this is mentioned in the corresponding figure legends.

Whole organ immunohistology and clearing
Mice were sacrificed, perfused with PBS to remove the blood and then perfused with 4% PFA in PBS. Vagal ganglia and digestive

organs were dissected and fixed overnight at 4�C in 4% PFA in PBS. Tissue was cleared using the CUBIC protocol.49 Briefly, tissue

was first washed overnight at room temperature in PBS and then immersed in ScaleCUBIC-1 (a mixture of 25% urea, 25% Quadrol,

15% Triton X-100 and 35% MQ-H2O) diluted 1:1 with MQ-H2O overnight in a 37�C water bath. The tissue was then placed in Sca-

leCUBIC-1 in a 37�C water bath until the tissue became transparent (1/2 a day for vagal ganglia and 2-4 days for digestive organs).

The solution was exchanged every 2 days. Once the organs were sufficiently cleared they were washed overnight at room temper-

ature in PBS + 0.2% Triton X-100. Next, we incubated the organs with the primary antibodies diluted in modified blocking solution

(PBS with 10% Triton X-100, 5% normal horse serum and 300mM NaCl) for 10 days on a shaker at 37�C, refreshing the antibodies
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after 5 days. Organs were washed overnight in PBS with 0.2% Triton X-100, incubated with the secondary antibodies and DAPI in

modified blocking solution for 8 days on a shaker at 37�C, refreshing the antibodies after 4 days. The tissue was then immersed in

EasyIndex RI=1.46 (LifeCanvas Technologies) diluted 1:1 with MQ-H2O overnight in a 37�C water bath, before being transferred to

EasyIndex RI=1.46 overnight for the final refraction index matching. Once the tissue was cleared, stained and refractive index

matched it was placed into a square plastic mold filled with a 2% low melting point agarose prepared with EasyIndex RI=1.46.

Cleared ganglia were imaged using a Zeiss lightsheet 7 microscope, while cleared digestive organs were imaged using a custom

built mesoSPIMmicroscope.50 Cleared, stained and embedded digestive organs were immersed in EasyIndex RI=1.46 inside a small

quartz glass cuvette (45 x 12.5 x 22.5 mm Portmann Instruments AG, UQ-205, quartz glass), which was placed inside a larger cham-

ber (40 x 40 x 100 mm, Portmann Instruments AG, UQ-753-H100) filled with RI-matching liquid for fused silica (RI=1.46, Cargille Cat.

#19569). The lightsheet illumination was delivered sequentially from the left and right sides, resulting in two different stacks per view,

which were registered and fused into a single stack using BigStitcher90 for each channel. The excitation laser line (H€ubner Photonics

C-Flex: 561 nm) was used with the corresponding detection filter (Chroma ET590/50m). The esophagus/stomach from an 3-months-

old Prox2FlpO;Phox2bCre;Ai65 (Prox2/Runx3Tom) mouse was acquired with a 1 x 3 tile scan at 1x zoom, while the esophagus/stomach

from a 3-months-old Runx3Cre;Prox2FlpO;Ai65 (Runx3Tom) mouse was acquired with a 2 x 6 tile scan at 2x zoom (Olympus 1x

MVPLAPO1x). The images displayed in Figure 2A aremaximum intensity Z-projections of the final fused images. Vagal neuron counts

at P4 were performed with Imaris v9.9.

Retrograde tracing
CTb tracing from the abdominal esophagus and stomach

WT adult mice (�3 month of age) were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of ketamine/xylazine (80 mg/kg body weight ke-

tamine and 10mg/kg body weight xylazine). The abdomen was shaved and betadine was applied to the abdominal skin. Ophthalmic

ointment was applied to the eyes to prevent them from drying out during the procedure. A small transverse laparotomy was made

below the sternum and fire polished glass Pasteur pipettes were used to position the organs prior to injection. Glass injection needles

were prepared with a DMZ universal electrode puller (Zeitz-Instruments) and filled with 0.5% CTb solution (ThermoFisher) in 0.9%

NaCl. We added 0.2% Fast Green (Sigma) to visualize the injection site and to confirm a successful injection. For glandular and

non-glandular stomach injections, a total of 2 ml was injected, while for abdominal esophagus 1 ml was injected, due to the smaller

size of the target region. The injections were performed using a Nanoject III Programmable Nanoliter Injector (Drummond Scientific

Company), with a volume of 250 nl and a speed of 50 nl/s per injection. In all cases, the needle was carefully placed into the muscle

layer of the target regions and allowed to remain in place for 10 s before and after each injection. After the injections, we performed

layered wound closure, suturing the abdominal muscle layer first, followed by suturing the skin. Post-surgery mice were given a sub-

cutaneous injection of Carprofen (5 mg/kg body weight) and received Metamizol 1 ml/100 ml drinking water for analgesia. Mice were

monitored twice daily to ensure that they were recovering properly, then were euthanized 4-5 days following surgery for harvesting of

vagal ganglia.

Fast Blue tracing from the cervical and thoracic esophagus

We first measured the length of the esophagus in P7WTmice and found that it measured around 2 cm from the base of the tongue to

the stomach. Next, we prepared a 0.25% Fast Blue solution in 50% 0.9% NaCl and 50% glycerol. To trace from the cervical and

thoracic esophagus, mice were gavaged 2 times with 2 ml of the Fast Blue solution 0.5 cm and 1.3 cm from the base of the tongue,

respectively. Animals were monitored twice daily and were euthanized 7 days following Fast Blue gavage.

Anterograde tracing
AAV injections into the vagal ganglia were done as reported previously,12 with minor modifications. The vagal ganglia were surgically

exposed and serially injected (50 x 20 nl) with AAV solution containing 0.05%Fast Green FCF Dye (Sigma) using a Nanoject III Injector

(Drummond). AAV solutions: AAV-flex-tdTomato solution was AAV9.CAG.Flex.tdTomato.WPRE.BGH (Addgene viral prep #51503-

AAV9, �1013 genome copies/ml). Animals recovered from surgery and were sacrificed 4 weeks later for histology. Mice were sacri-

ficed, perfused with PBS to remove the blood, and the esophagus was fixed overnight in 4% PFA. The ganglia were examined for

endogenous tdTomato signal to establish efficiency and specificity of the injection. The esophagus was then washed in PBS three

times and transferred to PBS overnight. A muscle layer peel from the esophagus was obtained by carefully separating the muscle

layer from the underlying mucosal layer using fine forceps. The muscle layer of the esophagus was blocked (PBS, 5% donkey serum,

0.1% Triton X-100) overnight at 4�C. The tissue was stained for tdTomato as previously described except antibody incubations were

3-4 days andwasheswith PBST (PBS, 0.1%Triton X-100) were at least 3x12 hours, 4�C. The tissue was thenmountedwithin a silicon

slide gasket and the muscle peel was flattened between the slide and coverslip for optimal whole-mount imaging. Fluorescence

signal was captured on a Leica SP5 II confocal microscope, analyzed in FIJI, and the final images displayed in Figure 3G are

maximum intensity Z-projections.

Generation of Prox2FlpO mice
Prox2FlpO mice were generated at the transgenic core facility at the Max Delbr€uck Center for Molecular Medicine in Berlin using

CRISPR/Cas9 to insert a 1.5kb fragment containing the codon-optimized FLP recombinase (FlpO) and a bovine poly(A) sequence

between the 5’ UTR and 1st exon of the Prox2 gene by homology-directed repair.91 The donor vector was synthesized by
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GeneArt (Invitrogen GeneArt, ThermoFisher), and contained genomic sequences 2kb upstream (5’ homology arm) and 2kb down-

stream (3’ homology arm) of the 1st exon of the Prox2 gene. The successful insertion of the vector was confirmed by long range

PCR. Prox2FlpO mice were born at the correct Mendelian ratios, and could not be distinguished from wild-type littermates based

on their appearance, behavior, fertility or lifespan. See also reference Nishijima and Ohtoshi.40

Esophagus and stomach single fiber nerve recordings and analysis
Electrophysiological single fiber nerve recordings were realized using an ex-vivo esophagus/stomach vagal nerve preparation.60

Briefly, adult Prox2/Runx3ChR (Prox2FlpO;Phox2bCre;Ai80) mice were sacrificed by CO2 euthanasia. Mice were transcardially perfused

(40 ml) with a carbogen equilibrated extracellular solution (125 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 25 mM NaHCO3, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 1 mM

MgCl2, 2 mMCaCl2, 20 mM glucose and 20mMHEPES). The entire esophagus or stomach was pinned in a dissection chamber with

flowing equilibrated extracellular solution (20-23�C), with the attached vagus nerve that was isolated from the cervical to the thoracic

esophagus (esophagus analysis) or from the cervical esophagus to the lower esophageal sphincter (stomach analysis). For the

esophagus analysis, an open-book preparation was obtained by sectioning the esophagus longitudinally, taking care not to damage

lateral ramifications of the vagus nerve. Esophageal recordings were made by probing the thoracic to abdominal esophagus. For the

stomach preparation, the esophaguswas removed at the lower esophageal sphincter, and the intestine was removed 1.5–2 cmdistal

to the pyloric sphincter. A cannula (0.63 mm diameter) connected to a 1 ml syringe filled with fresh extracellular solution was inserted

into the intestine and secured in place with a suture. A small hole was perforated in the forestomach with a 0.8 mm gauge needle to

allow for pressure equilibration after stomach distension. The preparation was then transferred to a recording chamber perfused with

warm (32�C) carbogen saturated extracellular solution, and the vagus nerve was passed through a channel to an adjacent recording

chamber containing mineral oil. Small nerve bundles were teased apart and placed on a platinum recording electrode.

In the esophagus and stomach, mechanosensitive fibers were identified by manually poking the tissue in the recording chamber,

and tested for their Prox2/Runx3 identity using optogenetic stimulation (470 nm Thorlab diode laser, 1 second stimulation, intensity

2 mW/mm2) delivered by a 1 mm fiber optic placed on the responsive field. After observing a light-sensitive response, mechanosen-

sitive esophageal fiber characterization was performed using a piezo actuator (Physik Instrumente, Germany, P-602.508) connected

to a force measurement device (Kleindiek Nanotechnik, Reutlingen, Germany, PL-FMS-LS).92 Different mechanical forces (ranging

from 50 mN to 250 mN) were applied with a 2 sec static phase. We allowed fibers to recover for 1 min before applying the next stim-

ulation. For analysis of stomachmechanosensitive fibers, we applied increasing volumes (0.1, 0.2, 0.3 ml) to distend the entire stom-

ach, allowing pressure equilibration by removing the added liquid and waiting 5 minutes between each distension. Stomach disten-

tion was continuously recorded via a force measurement device connected to a 1 mm probe placed on the ventral wall of the

stomach.

Raw data were recorded using an analog output from a Neurolog amplifier, filtered (100-5 kHz) and digitized (10 kHz) using a

Powerlab 4/30 system and Labchart 8 software with the spike-histogram extension (ADInstruments Ltd., Dunedin, New Zealand).

Single nerve fiber recordings were further analyzed to identify single units using Spike2 software (ced.co, Spikes2 version 10). Indi-

vidual spike units were identified based on the following parameters: new template width as%of amplitude: 32, minimum%of points

in template: 60, minimum occurrence of events: 1/50, spike duration considered for the sorting -1.5 to 1.5 ms. Unit spikes were

binned per 200 ms to ease data analysis and light/mechanosensitive and -insensitive units were separated. For each fiber recording,

between 3-10 separate mechanosensitive units were identified. To be categorized as Prox2/Runx3-positive, the unit had to increase

its firing at least 2-fold during light stimulation. For each preparation, between 4-7 light stimulations were performed. To be consid-

ered Prox2/Runx3-positive, units had to respond to at least 60% of the stimuli.

Firing patterns were further analyzed usingMicrosoft Excel. Prox2/Runx3-positive and -negative units were aligned using the onset

of the mechanical stimuli, and activities of individual units were normalized using the basic activity measure of the unit 2 seconds

before the stimulus onset to obtain the D Frequency (Hz). For population quantifications, mechanosensitive, light sensitive, and me-

cho- and light sensitive units were binned, and the unit activity observed 1 second after the onset of the stimuli was averaged. Prox2/

Runx3-positive fibers weremanually decomposed depending on their firing pattern during either the 300mNmechanical or the 0.3ml

stomach distention. Two types of firing responses were observed, which were separately binned using a firing decay of 40% 1 sec-

ond after the stimulus onset as criterion. Type I units displayed a prolonged firing pattern with a slower decay, i.e. the units continued

to spike until the offset of the mechanical stimuli (slowly adapting). Type II units displayed a fast decay after the stimulus onset, and

rapidly returned to basal activity before the end of the stimuli (rapidly adapting).

Ablation
We generated Prox2/Runx3ds-DTR (Prox2FlpO;Phox2bCre;Tauds-DTR ) mice in which all cells with a history of Phox2b and Prox2 expres-

sion expressed the human diphtheria toxin receptor. We ablated Prox2/Runx3 vagal neurons in adult mice (�6 months of age) by i.p.

injection of Diphtheria toxin (DT, Sigma), reconstituted in 0.9%NaCl, and injected at a concentration of 40 ng/g bodyweight. After DT

administration the ablation mice weremonitored twice daily. If their weight dropped below 10%of their starting weight, they received

a 0.5 ml i.p. injection of 0.9%NaCl daily and were given access to a nutritionally fortified water gel (DietGel Recovery fromClearH2O).

One male mouse continued to lose weight after the ablation and was euthanized before it could undergo endline testing. All other

mice stabilized between 5-7 days post ablation.
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Behavior
Videofluoroscopy experiments to measure in vivo swallowing function were performed as previously described.28,78 Briefly, mice

(n=15, 8M and 7F, genotype: Prox2FlpO;Phox2bCre;Tauds-DTR, 6 months of age) underwent videofluoroscopy swallow study (VFSS)

at the University ofMissouri using customized equipment and analysis software. Themice were shipped from theMax Delbr€uck Cen-

ter in Berlin, Germany to the University of Missouri in MO, USA and were placed in quarantine for 3 weeks. During this time the mice

were behaviorally conditioned with the VFSS chamber and oral contrast solution in order to familiarize themwith the experimental set

up and facilitate drinking during VFSS testing. Following release from quarantine, the mice were water restricted overnight for 12

hours in order to increase their motivation to drink during testing the following morning. During the water restriction period, a

VFSS chamber was placed in each home cage. Mice were each tested in their respective home cage chambers the following morn-

ing. VFSS testing was performed individually using aminiaturized, low energy (30 kV, 0.2mA) fluoroscope (The LabScope, Glenbrook

Technologies, Newark, NJ, USA) and videoswere captured at 30 frames per second.Micewere gently placed into the VFSS chamber

and enclosed using two end-caps. One end-cap had a small bowl attached through which the liquid contrast agent (Omnipaque, GE

Healthcare, 350 mg iodine/ml; diluted to a 25% solution with deionized water and 3% chocolate flavoring) could be administered

during testing. The test chamber was then positionedwithin the lateral plane of the fluoroscope, and the bowl was filled with the liquid

contrast agent via a custom syringe delivery device. When the mice began to drink, the fluoroscope was activated via a foot pedal. In

order to minimize the radiation exposure time, the fluoroscope was turned off when the mice turned away from the bowl or initiated

non-drinking behaviors. If mice did not drink, we placed them back in their home cage for�30mins and re-tested them.We captured

drinking bouts in videos of approximately 30-60 s duration and saved them as AVI files. After baseline behavioral testing, mice un-

derwent DT ablation of Prox2+ and Runx3+ vagal neurons. We allowed the mice to recover for 19 days after the ablation, at which

point we re-tested themice using the same VFSS protocol. Thus, we compared the swallowing behavior of the samemice at baseline

(pre-DT ablation) versus endline (post-DT ablation).

We imported the AVI files into Pinnacle Studio (version 24; Pinnacle Systems, Inc., Mountain View, CA) and identified drinking bouts

between 2-5 seconds in length to obtain a total of 3-15 seconds of uninterrupted drinking per mouse. The start of the drinking bouts

was always at a swallow event, defined as when the liquid bolus abruptly moved from the vallecular space to the esophagus. The 2-5

second video clips were then imported into a custom VFSS analysis software (JawTrack�, University of Missouri) for subsequent

frame by frame analysis. The software allows for the semi-automated extraction of many swallowing parameters such as lick rate

(number of jaw open/close cycles per second, calculated for 2-5 second long video clips and then averaged), lick interval (time be-

tween successive lick cycles throughout a 2-5 second long video clip, and then averaged), swallow rate (number of swallows in each

second of a 2-5 second video clip, then averaged), swallow interval (time between successive swallows throughout a 2-5 second

video clip, then averaged), lick-swallow ratio (number of jaw open/close cycles between each successive swallow pair throughout

a 2-5 second video clip, then averaged), pharyngeal transit time (bolus travel time through the pharynx for each swallow, then aver-

aged), esophageal transit time (bolus travel time through the esophagus, then averaged), jaw closing velocity (speed at which the jaw

closes during each jaw cycle throughout a 2-5 second video clip, then averaged) and jaw opening velocity (speed at which the jaw

opens during each jaw cycle throughout a 2-5 second video clip, then averaged).78,79

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All details regarding the number of samples and statistical tests performed can be found in the figure legends. Cell quantifications

were performed in a non-blind, semi-automated manner on non-consecutive sections using FIJI/ImageJ (2.3.0/1.53q). Briefly be-

tween 3-8 images per animal were imported into ImageJ and immunofluorescent stainings were counted automatically. For the

smFISH experiments a tdTomato+ cell or nGFP+ nucleus had to have at least 5 dots in order to be considered positive for a particular

RNAscope probe. Cells and nuclei positive for an RNAscope probe were countedmanually. All paired and unpaired t-tests were two-

tailed, and no statistical test was done to predetermine sample sizes. One animal (#5697) was removed as an outlier from the Swallow

interval and Lick to swallow ratio plots (Figure S7C), as it failed the Grubbs’ test with alpha=0.01. Significance for t-tests and ANOVAs

was defined as * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, **** p < 0.0001. Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism v6.0c.
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